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MARRIED VETS MOVE ON· CAMPUS
/

EC CLl?B GUEST SPEAKERS
1
The guest speaker for the
next meeting of the Economics
Club to be held December 19th
at 8 p.m. in Albers Ball will
be Mr. George C. Young, Executive Vice-President of the
Cincinnati Better Business Bureau. · Be will be accompanied by Mr. William N. 'Mire,
Director of Public Relations
for the Bureau.

-President Steiner Firmly Outlines Xavier's Official. Athletic Policy
[The following is the complete
text of a statement concerning the
official athletic policy of Xavier
University released today by the
Rev. Celestin J. Steiner, S.J.,

President]
To the Alumni, Students, and
Friends of Xavier University: During the week of December
1, much was said and much written about the athletic policy at
Xavier University and its application to the 1946 football season.
Unfortunately, as the situation
developed, statements were made
that have tended to confuse the
issues, to place unfounded doubts
in the minds of our students, our

alumni, and the general public,
and that might even be interpreted as questioning the integrity of certain. persons and the
University itself in its dealings
with its personnel.
"'·
·
It is with a view to clearing up
the confusion, to bringing to
light the real issues, and especially to express my complete
confidence in those persons whose
judgment has guided Xavier University's decision in this .matter
that I am making this statement.
Xavier's AtbleUc Policy
.The charge has 'i:>een made
<(Quoted in Enquirer, Dec, 8)
that Xavier tTniveraity.
. . . . . baa- ·no

athletic policy.
Xavier has in letic Control. The broad obprint and in fact a definite ath- jectives of the athletic program
letic policy. Its object and pur- have been drawn up by the Unipose is, in general , to provide versity authorities and these
and maintain a program of inter-. have been turned over to the
collegiate major a n·d minor· Board of Athletic Control for apsports, intramural sports, and plication through the personnel
physical development training employed in the Athletic Decommensurate with the size and partment for that purpose. The
position of the University and Athletic Board consists of nine
consistent with the aims and ob- laymen and .three Jesuit Fathers.
jectives of the University.
To Members of the Board are choscarry out that policy, certain re- en primarily for their compeSP.onsibiUties are entrusted to the tency in athletic matters · and
University committees and to in- their knowledge and love of Xaciividual persons.
One of the vier University.
It should be
most important committees in- pointed out here that no decivolved
. here ia the Board
' of Ath-. .sions of this Board are flnal. Ex-

cept in minor matters, the Board
makes a study and then recommends. · It is clearly understood
that the University authorities
may reject any or all of the re~
commendations made by the
Board.
Authority of the Director-Coach
The charge has been made
(Quoted in Enquirer, Dec. 6)
that the Athletic Director-Head
Coach is without authority. Actually, the Athletic DirectorHead Coach is granted powers
and jurisdiction entirely ade-·
quate for the carrying out of his
particular part in the athletic
(Continued on Page 8)
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AVIER is in the midst of hard times. It wou
e
.s
~o try to deny this, almost cowardly to attempt to ~fd
nore it. However, much of the trou~le that b~sets the
school could be avoided. Much· of it comes directly from
individual student.
.
.
. .
During the late war, m which the gr~_at maJority of the
students served th~ir. ~ountry, conditions for·the most part
were extremely primitive. Men were C?J?-stantly under abnormal stresses. Because of these c~mditwns th~ character
of each individual was brought out mto bold relief. Under
actual battle conditions and in times of great danger, many
of the finest traits-in each character were exercised: courage,
devotion, manly love, tolerance! etc. l!nfort?~ately, the
greater part of wartime careers is ~p~nt m trammg camps,
in waiting long months without activity !or new orders, on
long uninteresting patrols. In such circumstances those
traits that are normally kept under control were rubbed
bare due to the continual_ and intimate association of men
of every type of education. and background. Pride,. impatience, lack of understanding, an~ all those queer little
quirks that give eac~ man a pers.onahtr, grate~ and clas~ed
against one another m each outfit until men either be~ome
hypersensitive, ready to fight at the drop of a hat over
nothing at all, or wrapped themselves up in the robes of
stoicism, from which many have yet to emerge.
Without a-ttempting to push this GI business too far, we
would call the attention of each student to the fact that a
great deal of the trouble on the Evanston Campus blows up
from a very trivial, insignificant beginning that would not
normally bother anybody very much. We have all become
so independent, so critical, that we .have lost. sigh~ of the
meaning of the educational program of the university.
It is about time for all hands to buckle down and turn
their talent and energy toward the betterment of the school.
After all, we are really on the same side, in spite of our dif'ferences of opinion on many things. What one of us does
reflects upon everyone else, upon the faculty, the alumni,
and the honor of Xavier. The tradition here is all for one
and one for all. Together now students! Eyes up! Let's
move ahead.

X

·~

.... The great use of life is to ~pend it for something that will outlast it.

e

J
i

Religit;1n's Place In Education

''PRIOR to the war, over a million students were enrolled
in colleges, universities and professional institutions in
the United States. From that· proportionate educational
"tree," one out of every 120 citizens received what is euphemistically called ''higher education." Now, in the post war
era, this number has been greatly increased. Should not
then .big results accrue from such expanse of learning? A
large majority of professional educators and judical critics
say no. Why does this majority reply negatively?
An educated man should have·the ability to think. Oddly
enough, this ability is taken too much for granted, and
really, when the man is carefully and diligently··examined,
he is often found to be under paralyses of ambiguous prejudices, rash judgments and. impe~ious fanaticisms. 'These
so-called paralyses tend to be ·brought about by something
(Continued on pace 7)
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[This "Letters to the Editor" column is for an exchange .of·
views and serves as an open forum for free and frank discussion of any matters of interest to Xavier students, alumni, and friends.
Letters should be limited to 200 wo~ds,
must be signed but names will be deleted from publication if requested.]
members. Any student may join
· • r r 0 rum
X avie
..
· ·
Dear Editor:
such organizations
as th e Ph'l
i oOne of the most important pedian, XU News, etc.
•••
contributions to the city: Th e
University Forum. The advance
Revive JJlaaqfle Society

Mr. Journet Kahn, B.A., Ph.B.,
is one of the newer additions to
Xavier's
Philosophy
Department.
He was born in Baltimore Maryland
'
"
After
finishing
elementary
'school he attended St. John's
college at Annapolis where he
1 • d
received his Bache ors egree. notice

I

publicity

appearing

in Dear Editor:
The aim of fostering uhderture: one paragraph.
graduate dramatic, literary, and
For shame!!!
musical interests' of the univerDon Mahler
sity should be given utmost
Ed. Note: Did you see the issue consideration. If this objective
of Dec. 6th, Don?
is to be realized it is essential
* * •
that the students be given ample
Cliques At Xavier?
opportunity to participate and
Dear Editor:
develope their interests. The
The conditions ·that exist in best method of attaining this is
most of the activities at Xavier through extra-curricular activi'
resemble the tight fratei;nity ties. With. this in mind, we adsystem . that exists in a lot of Ivocate the immediate reorganisnob colleges throughout the zation of the Xavier Masque
·
Society.
country.
He lately attended Laval college,
This seems to be a drastic The Society's purpose is to
in Quebec city, where he re- statement to make, but there is produce plays, and thereby deceived his Ph.B., and Georgetown not one activity that the average velop the - s'cholastic and culUniversiiy, in Washington, D. C. student can join.
tural abilities of the students
Mr. Kahn is a veteran, haying
All he, the average student, is who participate.· Before the war,
served with the Air Forces, at- asked to do, is yell loud and the plays were of ·the highest
tachecl to the meteorology de- strong at all football games- quality, and the Society reached
partment.
perhaps a little vocalizing on a successful climax under the
This is his first semester at Xa- several of the school's favorite very able direction of Mr. Feldvier where he is teaching Logic songs, and in general show the haus. Now, with the enrollment
and Metaphysics.
outsiders what, grand spirit our of the university at an all time
*
*
*
institution has. The only reason peak, there should be even more
FR. SHIELS.·
.
.
I t is
. hoped
he is asked to do this is because stu d ents interested.
The Rev. W. Eugene Shiels, S. the inside clique cannot make that the students will awaken to
J.; Ph. D. is one of the newer enough noise themselves.
the opportunities that are ours
members of Xavier's history deDespite all that, this,., element and that the Masque Society
par.tment. Born in Cincinnati in is trying to impress upon ·the will continue in the true tra1897, Father Shiels attended St. student body that th1s is the dition ·of the institution.
Xavier's High School and Xavier Jesuit system. It is not! The
Vincent Delaney
University, where he played ·Jesuit system exists for the
Thomas Kenealy
football in 1913. In 1916 he en- whole student body and not a
Ed. Note: We'd like an indica-·
tered the Jesuit order being or- selected few.
tion of what the rest of you men
dained in 1929 at St. •Louis UniWhat is sorely lacking at think. Anybody else- interested
versity.
Xavier at present is an activity in the Masque?
"'
that the average student can be
'
* * *
.a part of. One that has no scholMarakofl Castigated
astic or social barrier to ,bar Dear Editor:
entrance.
, Marakoff's column has been of
Joe Bernert,
the greatest interest to me ever
Sophomore.
since the first time it was print- Editor's Note: Numerous or- ed.
After reading the. letter
ganizations on the campus have signed "The Dollies" in the De- ,
made repeated requests for new
(Continued on\ Page 7) .
The News for the 24 Nov. lee-

I~~
~@i.~~
Father Shiels 1received his A.B.
and M.A. from Gonzaga University, in Washington, his Ph.D. in
history from the University of
California.
Father Shiels has taught at
Loyola University, in Chicago,
University of Detroit, and St.
John's College in Toledo.
He is a member of the American Historical Assn., Cathoiic
Historical Assn., Mississippi Valley Historical Assn., and U. S.
Catholic Society. He also serves
as editor of Mid-America; in Chicago, of The Americus, in Washington.
"The History of Europe," is the
result of his authorship, as is his
research work Gonzalo de Topia;
and he has also served as associate author of other books.
Father Shiels is now professor
of history, teaching several
courses in the undergraduate division.

ETS
.
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November 5 witnessed a·landslide passage of State veteran bo-.
nuses in Michigan, Illinois and Rhode Island. Rhode Island has
followed the most conservative trend "by a flat $200 ·grant. Liberal Illinois voters went all out for their fighting men with a provision of $10 per month for domestic service and $15 per month for
foreign service up to a possible $880. Illinois taxpayers have voted
themselves out of an estimated $385 million. Michigan has pursued the $10-$15 plan with a $500 ceiling~
· ·
Ohio veterans can expect bonus .proposals in 1947 when thi;
legislature convenes, but don't spend the .pioney yet.

* • ·• •' •

Veterans in training programs throughout the fifty southern
county region of the Cincinnati Veterans Administration Headquarters numbered 48,337 at the end of November, it was revealed today.
The 35,088 veterans who are attending Ohio schools and colleges represent· a jump of more than 10,000 over the-last monthly
survey made by VA, and.reflect the enormous increase in registrainstitutions this Fall.
·
.tions at Ohio
\
.
Electing to acquire job skills through "on-the-job" training are
13,249 veterans who have enrolled in job training programs estar,,,lished by shops and industrial plants throughout the 50 county territory of the Cincinnati Regional Office of VA.
• • • • •
SCHOOL BABIES: The large number of babies being 'Dorn to
vet couples attending - or , living at colleges and universities is
adding another wrinkle to the brows of VA officials.
Fint: - the VA is greatly concerned as to who may finally.
be called upon to pay for the babies .... and expects an appeal to
Notice: No athleUc letters;· Congress -inasmu.ch ·as most vets attending school - and married
other than those Issued bJ - already have a tough jo"., making ends meet.
Second11: ...;. the babies are aggravating the already ac~te
XU, ma1 be/ worn on the
housing
·problem on most campuses - addin1 to the woes of the
campm.

colle1e authorltl11.

\

.,,.
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Writin8· ls Noble Vocation,
Says Successful Author ·

W

Peek Of The Varied- Programs Promised
For Economics
Club Members
Week
One of the most popular extra-class organizations on the campus

RITING IS a·noble vocation in life today. Now in the
Sunday Dec. 15-Masses at
post-war era more authors have come to the limelight Bellarmine, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12.
than at any time in the count_ry's history. There are over
Traditionists meet, Room
25,000,000 words of fiction published in American magazines 10-Mr. Kahn.
,
each month, not to mention the countfess number of nonMonday Dec. 16-Mermaid
fiction items published in the newspapers, news digests and Tav:ern meeting, .8:00 p.m.
magazines in the United States.
.
·
XU Basketball Team plays
Probably many of us here at Xavier have never given at Marshall College,
the profession of writing much serious thought. Perhaps
Tuesday Dec. 17-Clef Club
some of us have never thought of it as profitable, beneficial, meets, Albers Hall, 7 :30 p.m.
exacting. --Band Rehearsal, Mr. Mar'Like other great professions as. medicine, law, engineer- inger, Field House. 7:30 p.m.
ing, teaching, writing has its rank among them. There are
XU NEWS Staff Meeting,
many fields in such a career, possibly a far greater variety Room 47, .Albers Hall 2:30p.m.
than any of us think of contemplating. Journalism is a
XU versus Morris Harvey
branch that has rapidly reached unprecedented heights in at Charleston, W. Va.
"' the last century.
.
_
Wednesday Dec. 18-Phil"To learn to write," according to the New York Times, osophy Club Teachers Room,
"means to Jearn to think, to see all sides of a question, to 7:30 p.m.
exercise logic, to know one's self, to organize one's thoughts
Heidelberg German cl u b,
and to make the other man see the force of upposing argu.. Fenwick Club 8:00 p.m.
ments."
,
.
.
XU Student Council room
As a journalist one finds himself a contributor of events, 10.
whether they be world-wide, domestic or rural. As a novelThursday Dec. 19-XU verist or poet one finds himself capable of inspiring and im- sus Toledo U. at Toledo, O.
buing a flicker of warmth, a spark of tender realization, a
Friday Dec. 20--XU versus
stroke of pertinent resignation in his fellow creatures. As ·a Kent State at Kent, Ohio.
biographer one finds himself writing the colorful and veheSaturday Dec. 21-Christmas
ment history of a famous personage. And there are many Recess Begins: Until January
other assortments of the like to create from.
6, 1947.
· In a general sense, YOU, as a writer are free, your time
Merry Christmas.
is your own, your environment is at your demand. You are
independent of dull, monotonous routines, of .bosses and ,______________.
fixed and rigid hours. Yours is the thrill of reaching millions, making them laugh, weep, grin, hate, sympathize,
hunger, love and think., You are able to inform as well ~s
R0 TC
entertain, inspirjl-..-as well as charm, soothe as well as chafe,
drive to action as well as retard to restraint.· YOU, indeed,
have a power unique.
By Charlie Larkin
· G1;?nerous humanity offers you µiuch. T<?day's .digests ========-====
of. newspapers, spins for you plots and scenarios of innum- .................................- ............."...........
erabl'e tales. . Some 19,000 -publications in America stand All men who do not have
ready to receive your "Masterpieces." Hungry presses nameplates report. to the supply
clamor for fiction, humor, inspirational and human interest room and they will be ordered
material; for articles on religion, music, art, travel, sports for you ..... Sgt. Dale went to Jefand hobbies. The field is vast - interminably limitless. fersonville this week to arrange
John Ruskin said: "The more I think of it, I find this for clothing thatisn't in stock at
conclusion more impressed upon me - that the greatest present. .... Elementary students
thing a common soul ever does in this world is to see some- who have uniforms that don't fit,
thing and tell what it saw in a plain way."
and those without uniforms, may
You have the opportunity to write. Strengthen and call at the supply room for a fitbolster it as you have your Faith .. Pick it out! Assert it ting ..... The motor section is busy
yourself! .
C. Charles Lang. preparing for the annual inspec-

..............................................................
HIGHLIGHTS

tion.

A new 21h ton truck and

SPOTI-'IGHT,.,~M-.4-R.....,A_K_O_F-_F--;, :e!ti~: :~~~ ~e::.re
1

added .to the

The dance Friday night was
very pleasant, and I'm quite sure
everyone present spent an enjoy~
Students:
able evening. .... Tom Miller m.
This Week:
Marakoff blushes as he tells c.'d the program- at jntermission
you this. Last Saturday he gave - all he lacked was "Racing with
a small party. His friends were the Moon." .... Colonel Dunn and
For- the time being,· Xavier all there: . Olaf Johnson from Major Boling changed from
has lost one of its most out- the North Country, Timothy commanders to Public Relations
standing supporters, Don Farrell, O'Toole and Isreal Mac Dugan, Officers during the evening. ....
'30, who left last Sunday to Panche Caremba, the Dollies, The advanced students were all
assume the duti~s of Vice-Presi- ~bigail Mus~elmann, Mugs Hen- present; wish I could say as
--.,
msey, Lotha1r Schulte, Jean ~e- much for the elementary stul Blanc, and Stanaslaus and Joe. dents. .. .. Sgt. Zolinski looking
The last two ment.ioned friends very sharp in a J?lue suit withwrote the threatening letters to out the six stripes.
the coeds this summer. Ah Jlle,
Th fi t ff' · l ·
t'
f
what a fine time we all had to- . e rs 0 icia mspe~ ion
. N' k ff the corps was held Friday ....
ge th er. E ven sarcast 1c 1c o , C0 1 1 D
d Lt D d
·
who came late, cracked a joke,
one unn an
· hry en•11ll·
. so the party was a real success. spected A battery'. T ey seem~
. . ed very pleased with the battery
I. Olaf brought great qu~ntlbes in view of its limited training.
of S~orgas.bord and Timothy .... Hq. and B battery will be incame m with two barrels of spected today.
atom-smasher, one under each
.
.
,.
arm. He claimed that they gave The Rifle and Pistol clu.:is ~ave
·him some trouble when he tried become members of the Nationto swim across the Ohio River. al' Rif~ Association..... The clubs
Timothy is somewhat of a tight- have scheduled sever~l matches
wad. He _>Vas very indignant for the year; they will not bewhen he learned that two of the gin until after the semester exbridges ·were free of toll.
arn'S, however. .... All members
Anyway, the purpose of the of these clubs are r~minded that
party was to announce the en- dues are to be paid not later
Don Farrell
. gagement 'of O'Reilly Skib8ereen than '!ednesday, Dec. 18...... If
.
Marakoff to Bridgid McFridgit, not pa1d b~ then, you will be
dent and General Manager of daughter of Lawrence and Fara, asked to resign from the club.
Productos Kahlua, of the Schen· nee Ra ff arty, McFridgit of
ley International Corporation, in County Galway in the southern him, and to sweetly: nag him into
Mexico City.
·
portion Qf Ireland.. All present the promised land in a few
Don was Secretary , of the sang "Dixie" in honor of the short years. Do ·not dare chuckle
Alumni Association, a member bride-elect when the momentous at this, students. Your day is yet
of the Board of Governors of proclamation was promulgated. to come. You too will some day
Xavier, a member on arrangeYes· students, old Marakoff be submerged in the treac~erous
ments of the X Jamboree, and has finally found a wife . to sit wa~ers of the sea of matrimony.
Chairman of the .... Homecominl with him bv the fire in the
(Continued on Pa1e 8)
winter, to S::rub and cook for No Smoking In Class Rooms
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Run Down, Roped In

Don Farrel.I·

I

.

is the Economics Club. Originally known.as the "Commerce Club,''

' this group has been in e1'istence only a relatively short time. Howthat time the club has done much to supplement class work
I· inever,theinall-important
fields of Business and Economics. -. The
I.stated

purpose of the club, as
in the constitution, is "to discussions.
·
enlarge, through frequent meetDr. John T. Croteau, head of
ings, open discussion and the the Economics Department, is
presentation of specific research, moderator of the club. Tempothe familiarity of its members rary officers include Frank C.
with problems in Economics and Baln1ert, president; Edward L.
related subjects, and to increase Giockner, vice president; and Jatheir understanding and appre- cob W. Schweizer, secretaryciation of· such problems."
treasurer.
Problems of Finance and Economics have assumed tremendous importance in this post-war
transition period. The Economics Club gives its members an opXavier married students are
portunity to discuss these probinvited
to a Christmas party Frilems in an informal way.
day, December 20th. at 8 p.m. in
Membership in the club is not
the Student Union House.
restricted to students maJonng
An informal program has been
in the business fields, but is open
arranged, according to Gordon
to any Xavier student sympa- Hue, chairman of the program.
thetic with the purpose of socie- He has asked each couple to
ty.
The next meeting will 'be bring a 25 cent novel gift to exheld December 19, at 8 p.m. in change with another couple.
Room 51, Albers Hall, ·at which
Dancing, refreshments,
and
time a ·representative from the bowling are among the festiviCincinnati Better Business Bu- ties planned for the occasion.
reau is scheduled to address the
members.
DON'T MISS THE
Plans are already under conBEE HIVE • • PAGE 2
sideration to show appropriate
motion pictures, invite guest
Students are asked to stay
speakers from among the suc-1
out
of Hinkle Hall unless they
cessful business men of Cincinnati, and participate in group have business therein.

I

Married Students
Plan Xmas Party

I

------------------------..:

JOPS,IN WAX - Spike Jones

debuts his "Other Orchestra''
on the Victor label. On Minka,
the "A" side;
George Rock
takes some
Herbert L.
CJark variations on the
trumpet to
show his technique and
skill, then reverts to corn,
Spike Jones
a 1 a C 1 yd e
McCoy, in a "Sugar Blues"
style of wah-wah. GeorJ?e has
been with Spike's City Slickers .
for the past three years and is
a show-stopper wherever the
Slickers perform. Eddie Kusby
is the star of Lassus Trombone,
the reverse. and plays with surprisingly fine technique and
control. Spike's idea is to present some highly musical listening intermingled with subtle
humor without fog-horn and
cowbell panic.

i

°

!

.... _...
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EFFECT MUSIC - Jewel records

makes another impressive series
of Boyd Raeburn releases: Tne
Man With The Horn and Hip
Boyd's; Prelude To The Dau•n
and Duck Waddle. These four
sides are all instrumentals and
find .Raeburn in still another
groove. Raeburn collectors will
search for adjectives, others
who can take. him or leave him
will be impressed. and the nonlikers will shrug these off. The
two "A" sides (Man With The
Horn and Prelude) find big
band performance of an extravagant nature, highly melodic and surprisingly arranged.
Both arrangements for these
titles were made by Johnny
Richards and do justice to the
great musical talent within the
band. The "B" sides are purposely along the commercial
vein, but interestin1-and understandable.

DAHCE -

J

Count Basie goes
Dizzy Gillespie: He opens up
Mutton Leg, an instrumental,
with a few be-bops that flank
his work on the piano. This
progresses to an excellent and
outstandin1 trumpet ride by
Snooky Youn1 and some stratospheric aax harmonics by llli·
nois Jacquet. The record ii

sparked by the great Basie
drummer, Jo Jones. Here is
heat enough to last all winter.
On the reverse, the Count contrasts with a mild Fla-Ga-LaPa, which songstress Ann Moore
warbles (Columbia). Capitol's
newest release offers the trumpet and orchestra of Billy Butterfield on Stardust. The opening is reminiscent of Billy's previous trumpeting of the famous
Carmichael opus for Artie Shaw.
The whole side contains the
Butterfield horn, the fl rst ti,vle
he has really been heard since
the formation of this new b:ind.
Sooner Or Later,. t.he rev,·rse,
spots more of his '11ackrtt-quality trump<>t and a vocal by Pat
O'Connor.

VOCAL STA.NDOUTS -

Decca
pairs Bing Crosby with the
Jimmy Dori:ey band to sing

SU'eet Lor•
rai'le and The
ThiTlgs We Did
Last Summer.

This offers a
welcome relief
ha\•ing Bing
do a stint with
a name band
rather than a
.
-'' ' ·
studio group.
l1n1 Crotby
Columbia also
adopts this same policy to pair
Dinah Shore with Rhumba King,
Xavier Cugat. She sings, l'll
Never Love Again and You, So
lt's You. Both sides exhibit
good taste in singing and ar·
ranging without too many
noise-makers to spoil the rhythm
and atmosphere. Phil Brito.
makes a camous smash of
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi, with
his own band, and reverses it
with Either It's Love Or It
Isn't. <Musicraft).
-Sam Bowland
NEW AND WORTHY
· IMPRUSIONS IN WAX
oonA GIT Ml IOMllODY TO
LOVI - GMr.. P•ate11, hMe
(M•i..tlc)

IUMILI 100011_... RH, ......
(MMctlry)

THI HOINIT - Artl9 SHw, h (Mualcr9ft)

THll TIMI - T9111111J h,..,, hMe
(Ylcter)

DIZZY'I DILIMMA - CIMiri..
.,., '9n (Y•IH)

a.w-

*
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Ka1ttpus
Kc1.leidoscope
The Talk of Xavier

-B )'. Bob Dauer ·
·and Bill Bocklage

By Jack Cassin and Gabe Hartke

Deep in the heart of every human being is the desire to act
Bill .Cappel observes that it's
COMMENTS ON DRAMA-American theater goers who apprewithout pretense - to forget the cares of the business world and getting so you can't pick up an ciate real drama are J,legining to realize that all is not well in the
become ·one with his fellow man. When melancholia was threat- issue of the Times-Star without entertainment world. There are too many second and third rate
ening upon us, we were led 'by an unseen hand to a favorite eatin~ seeing a Nixson Denton sports plays ibeing written and presented on. the boards and a passive
place in the city where a musical trio holds forth from 6 to 2:30. article..... Eddy Allgeier, com- public does nothing. Cheap substitutes ,in the guise of "come dies,"
1
Quite naturally, music plays an important role in reversion to the menting upon the fact that "musicals" and "farces" are being thrown together and offered
to
free; unshackled man.
The place - La Normandie; the trio -:"'Freckles" has audiences who are accus'tomed to. a higher grade .,,,,,_.,.,,,,,,,""""=""""'=
The Candlelighters. The personable gentleman who heads th15
finally become of entertainment from the legitimate theater.
a senior at ShaAn over-abundance of so-called "play-writes,t'
ensemble, Johnny Fieldman, was prevailed upon to.. answer a few
questions, which he did most ~raciously. To our ~mazement, we
d y side, says too many mediocre actors and dollar-dizzy prothat those of ducers combine to form an ominous threat to
discovered that he was born in Norwood about thirty years ago.
He attended Withrow High School in '29 and '30, when he appeared
us who are not modern American drama. If the gentle art of
in the famed Minstrels under the direction of the now retired Joold and gray playwriting is to thrive and mature it needs
seph Surdo, distinguished musical director at the Cincinnati instiprobably. "overhauling" now! The need for ·reform in the
tution for many years.
Having played for several years locally,
be so by the Theater today is evident. The stage needs a
he became affiliated with WLW, where he stayed for three years
time he gets thorough cleaning up-starting with the play·
prior to entry into the armed forces.
Bob Dauer
out of college. wrights themselves. And how is this to be ac· Frank Balmert
'While at WLW, he met the two men associated with him at .... To all those heartbroken guys complished?
the p;esent time: Ray Lanham, of Corbin, Ky., and Larry Downing who were wounded when Uncle
The dramatist must begin by presenting his ideas according to
of Chillicothe, Ohio. At that ·time these boys were with the WLW Sam failed to add a Christmas re~· true reality. He must mold his characters and plot in the light of
Buccaneers, an early morning program. Fieldman's service record membrance to their usual $65.00, their actual being. He must portray the evil as well as the ·good,
is average. His duty with the Army Air Forces was confined to our sincere sympathy. We have but in so doing, it must be made plain and presented as something
the States because of disability resulting 'from a brok~n left arm. to go to work, too ..... From to be despised and avoided. Not, as some playwrights are doing,
As a result of this unfortunate accident, Johnny is unable to play George "Sparkling" Vetter, a by glorifying evil as something to be enjoyed and laughed at simthe piano or organ, both of which he studied extensively in his description of a man who, before ply 'because it is evil..The dramatic writer must be able to hold
early years.
His musical ability is,)manifested in his "smooth" he went to colthe interest of his audience by giving them entertainment which
is both in agreement with reality and does not -0ffend by qpproving
accordion which, incidentally, was his first love in the field of mu- 1 e g e, wanted
sic. Aft~r the old khaki was packed in mothballs, the "Fieldman be a bum, but
evil and ridiculing good.
Of course, this does not mean that every play is bad. Some of
Foursome" was organized. This popular group played a success- now since he
ful run of ten months at the Lookout Bouse, terminating last Octo- has tasted of
the recent productions have been praise-worthy vehicles for por'i:>er.
After a well earned tw.o weeks vacation, the present trio higher educatraying the dramatists ideas. But these are the exception rather
opened at La Normandie.
tion, has his
than the rule.
Too many apparent "dramatic productions" turn
The typical customer is the person who has a ~avored melody heart set ,on
out to be immoral, stupid and pointless.
The task which faces the playwright is not an easy one. But
continually playing on his memory. Johnny cited to us the case of becoming a
four people who- come in every Thursday night and request "Friend· .vaga'oomf.
it is possible. . When the dramatist demonstrates to the public
ship." In order to be appreciated, tunes of this type should be "Red" Sahlfield Bill Bocklage
that he is sincere in his attempt to portray true rejility in his prosung and this would necessitate an additional 20% amusement tax .. mentioning the fact that he had ductions, only then will· drama regain the honored place in AmerCons~quently, the happy medium is reached in mood melodies like wine with his turkey. An incau- ican literature it so richly deserves.
,_
"To Each His Own," "I'm Forever Blowing Bubbles," etc. Prac- tious turkey we would say, to
'
• • • • •
tice for the $'OUp consists of learning the new tunes. If a stick- take chances losing possession of
LEGION OF DECENCY rates these pictures:
ler is requested by ~ customer, at least one member has the mel- its faculties at this season .... Bob
"Strange Woman" ................ Unobjectionable for Adults
ody tucked away in the recesses of his memory. Fieldman finde Kummer coming across a news"The Chase" ........................ Unobjectionable for Adults
that "practical playing is the best experience of all" for the per- paper headline, "Clear Short"Thrill of Brazil" .......................... Objectionable in Part
son who would aspire to the entertainment field.
.111n,1es Seen," w·onrtel'S if those
nN~\.)li':.\\S GentleD1an'' _............... O:ojectionable in Part
It isn't often that one can enjoy fine cuisine and liquers amid ~om1n1o~'Clals lv ... k as bad as they
• •
old world atmosphere, such as is possible at La Normandie. We sound ..... Ed McCaflerty com- THIS WEEK IN CINCINNATI
wish that there were more places in our fair city that one could ments that BVD stock should be
Dee. 13-14 - Ninth Pair of Concerts by Symphony Orchestra
enter and get that feeling of supreme friendliness. It is often said rising with the nati-On becoming at Music Hall. William Kapell, guest soloist.
·
that "music maketh a full man", and this was exemplified by the so infuriated at the numerous
Dec. 15 - Cincinnati Symphony Pop Concert with Oscar Siraus. ·
feeling within us as we turned our footsteps homeward after a "union suits." .... Shakespeare has
Dec. 15, 16, 17 - "Ballet Theate·r" at the Taft.
quiet, communal and enjoyable evening.
always something to add.
Of
last Saturday night when the
SYMPHONY PROGRAM AT MUSIC BALL
~~~=~~~~=--~=:-r-~r=:r.::':r.:::::r==:..=:r.:~r==i
coal strike ended, "A very pleasFriday at 2:30 p.m. and Saturday at 8:30 p.m. the following
•r#Jr#Jr#lr#Jf#Jr#i@r#Jr#IFlr#J@r#lr#IFl@=la ing night to honest men:" .... Ed program will ·be presented by the Cincinnati Smphony Orchestra:
Depenbrock relays another of
Overture, Russlan and Ludmilla ........................~......... Glinka
Dr. Croteau's pertinent observaSymphonic Prologue .................................................. Glazounoff
tion:s.
According to the good
Concerto No. 3 for piano and Orchestra
doctor, with the present regime
in C Major, Op ..'26 .................................................... Prokofieff
The tremendous value of milk as a natural
facing an eviction order come
William Kapell, Soloist
January, Economics Classes can
energy restoring food makes it an essential
Symphony No. 4 in F Minor, Opus 36 ................ Tchaikovsky
expect a wealth of guest lecturin every student's diet.
ers. .... Jim LaFollette tells the
A nickel isn't supposed to be ·as good as a ·dollar but it goes
story of the inebriate who, upon to church more often.-Woman's Home Companion.
viewing the automobiles in the
lobby -0f the Gibson: remarked,
"Where will these women drivP-1 ALPHA PHI ANNOUNCES ITS XMAS FORMAL, DANCE
ers park next?" .... Kim Dodd of2519 Vine Street
AV. 6480
to be held at the Pavilion
fers this penetrating observation.
Caprice with Peggy Arthur
When Roosevelt died, he certainand.
her all male orchestra
ly gave the country "old Harry."
Dec. 27, 1946 10 till Z
.... Bill Lakofl tells us that Fr•
~ Tickets .3.50. tax Included
;;:;::;~::::;;~~~:;;;;"''"] HEY MENLinz has. a new title, "King of
s
will be provided for 150
Mud Mound." .... Judging from
For your favorite records
The Abe Baumring
couples
the
bruises
on
Carl
Tepe
and
It's the
Pharmacy
Walter Razanauskas, one would
CAPITOL
RECORD
3618 Montgomery Road
think that football practice had
SHOP
EVANSTON
'110 Vine Street
PA. l'JZ'J begun again.
"

will

• • •

• • • • •

Too Important To Forget -

J. H. FIELMAN DAIRY CO.
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.......................... .................................
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WHITE - VILLA FOODS
from
SUNSHINE FARMS
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§

-§
----5-5 ·
=

WHITE VILLA GROCERS, INC.
537 EAST PEARL ST.

PATNA CHRISTMAS SEALS
Patna Xmas seals will soon
be available on campus for
all those interested in purchasing them. These colorful
little seals may be purchased
from Fr. Dietz at one cent
each. The money..-! obtained
from the sale of these seals
is sent to aid the Jesuit mis·
sions in India. When you purchase these seals, you help
plant the cross in India.

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ii - - - - - - - - - - - -

•

Saturday Night., Dec. 14th
CHES ,,WAH LE
AND BIS ORCHESTRA

$1.00 Couvert

New Years Eve Resenations Now
$5.00 Main Floor (Per person, Tax Inc.)

$4.00 Mezzanine -

!111t11 F1ra 1vall1lll1 for prlv1t1
,.,.... IVIJJ Dllt 11c1pt S1turda1

Call VAiiey 2807 for reservations!

CASTLE FARm
,\
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EVENING COLI.EGE PEEK
Former
Booster
President
Musings
Rumors
Wins. Reelection Of Office
By Marie Florirnoy
Are Flying·
·: :·: - :-: == :·: :·: :·: - Jqhn W. Morris, •Returned Vete1·an,
By Marilyn Hilver•

·: -

=·=

:-:

=·

Promising, indeed, is the performance at. this week's Symphony concerts• of Prokofieff's
Third Piano Concerto with William Kapell as
soloist.
This =~=-~~:""I
brilliant young
pianist,
altho
only
twentyfour, has al. ready achieved outstanding
success.
He
has been the
winner of tlie
Marie
Youth Cont~st
of the Philadelphia Orchestra.
Since 1942 he has been
engaged in extensive tours in
which he has earned extravagant praise from the critics. His
genuine interest in the works of
m o d e r n composers is noteworthy. "It just seems to me,"
he says, "that we are living today and might as well play the
music of today. The old masters
·are wonderful,·· but I think some
o~ the musicians writing today
will be the old masters of tomorrow." His first big orchestral
success was with the SovietArmenian piano concerto of
Aram Khatchatourian. Repeated
performances of this have given
him the nickname "Khatchatourian Kapell." His precedentbreaking three - year contract
with the Philadelphia Orchestra was the result of the personal triumph achieved by the
young virtuoso.
-Rachmaninoff's · Third Symphony, Glinka's overture "Russian and Ludmilla," and Tchaikovsky's overture fantasia 'Francesca da Rimini" will add to
this promising program.
In a lighter vein the Pop Concert this Sunday evening offers
Oscar Straus as guest conductor
· in a program of Viennese music
which will include some selections from "The Chocolate Soldier" and "A Waltz Dream" as
well as other favorites of Johann
Strauss and Oscar Straus.

Regains Office Held in 1941-42

A few we grounded! The most
At a recent meeting of the
talked a'oout new Booster, John
Boosters Club of the Evening
Ryan; for Mr. Joe Link, Florida
. College, John W. Morris was
Christmas holidays; Bob and
named president of the orJuanita Parker
ganization for the year beginadding a brand
ning December 1st. The office ·
new
name to
of president is not entirely ..............................................................
Santa's
1 is t,
new to Morris. He held this
Cynthia Joyce
position during the . school
Parker; o u t year 1941-42. Jack returned

r------------- I
PHOTOGRAPHER WANTED

The XU News will supply
all films and cooperate with
any person interested. Work
will cover only Evening College activities.
Apply at
Evening College Office on 3rd
floor of Downtown College, or
call Jim Hughes at COlonial
7762.
'--------------'

SUNDAY Dec. 15 - Christmas
Dance and Party for\ all
Xavier students and friends.
Downtown College Assembly Hall, 520 Sycamore St.
Admission 65c if tickets are
purchased before day of
party. 75c on night of party.
Christmas Vacation begins· for
Evening College after last
class on Dec. 20th and resumes Friday Jan. 3.

lnqui.ring

member of the 6-30
Comes ·a night in every stuCI u b, Hack
dents life when he wishes he
S ch-oltmer;
didn't have to go to school. Mayfrom· Clarksbe you hate giving up that imburg, W. Va.,
Marilyn
portant basketball game, or, your
Joseph Aucreone-and-only might have asked manne; celebrating little Junior's
of.
you to go to that so important arrival, Dick Flannagan;. and, at
.
formal; or, you might have to Notr:_e Dame's season closer, Joe
By Audrey McCaflerly
rush like mad from work so Von LehJJJan with Iaude cum
· .
··
. Esther
One Spaeth.
of the most important you're on time for class, but laude plaudits for St. Xavier's
The ,coal stri~e caught up with events of the year on the calen- school is school, and if you want George Ratterman.
~UEC s Bowlmg League last dar of the Boosters Club is the those credits, you come and get
"What do you think my girl
Mond~y. ·;,.. They could have Iannual Booster Ball held each 'em. (No silver platter stuff). would like for Christmas?" Ah,
that sign 30 Degrees Cooler_ In- spring.
Preceding this semi- Our question this week is one to find this question's answer.
~ide" at the entrance to the lfn· j formal dance there is a cam- that concerns everybody. "What
If you're engaged, you can reion House last Monday..... MdlY I paign and election to choose the changes in the day and time of ly fairly well on fifty cents and
Stock managed to warm the area i Knight and Lady of the Evening classes would interest you?"
her kid brother. If you're marwith a sizzling 182 high score at College.
.
Bob Hamer thinks, "the class- ried, and silver fox is the cur453, a three _game total, while E~ I . ~nother traditional social ac- es should begin at about 6:15, rent breakfast table topic, that's
McGee carried the same honors. bvity of the school is the Christ- because the majority of students that.
But, if you're like Tom
for the men with a 211 high and mas Party which is to be held stop work early, and they don't Brennan, from Chicago, Ill., l)ick
587 total. .... Helen Knect came this coming Sund~y, December have anything tb do from the Kelly from Ft. Wayne, or Harry
up with an interesting tale - 15th,, at 8:00 p.m. on the fourth time they finish eating, until Schneider just looking for a neat
seems at one time only nine pins floor assembly hall.
All ~tu their class begins."
gift for the girl you've been Dewere used and the extra pin was dents and friends of Xavier are
"The classes are o.k., and I cember dating . . . rumor has it
added to circumvent a lar,: for- invited to attend.
Tickets are don't think there should be any that this year's letters to St. Nick bidding tl~e game of "Nine- on sale now.
changes in the program." This plead:
Pins." .... Comments Helen, "MayOther activities sponsored by comes from Charlotte Kennedy.
Dear Santa:
be if they'd go back to nine, I the Boosters are monthly dances,
Both Ed McGee and Rus WeilWhen the little girl next door
wouldn't have so much tro~ble summer picnics, a bowling team
with that last pin that seems to which meets on Monday and er think the time of classes should was told, "It isn't the gift; it's
Ed adds, "I the thought that counts," she
be half glue." That's all right, Tuesday evenings, and various remain the same.
do
not
see
any
advantage
in pouted, "Yes, but the gift 'ain't
Helen, we hit a stubborn pin a other sports.
The new officers
like' I thought."
couple of weeks ago which al- are discussing other activities for changing them."
Marie Medecke, "I would rath- Really, I'm not like that. For
lowed the ball to move it over the coming year which will be
er have the classes start at 6:30 sentimental reasons I'll apprecitwo spaces· but wouldn't fall announced later.
and end at 10:00.
Outside of ate whatever he gives me .... 'imt
down! .... Dot Glancy arriving
minus a 'broken fender and plus Report On Communism that, everything is satisfactory." Santa, compacts, and lockets, and
Disagreeing with the two who handkerchiefs .... since my juna bruise or two, but you should
In a detailed report on Russian
would
like to start classes early ior year in high school!
have seen the other car ..... Communism in. action, ihe LiA de 11 e Rennekampe, calmest brary of Congress recently pre- is Albert White. H_e thinks the A sequined scarf, a chatelaine,
bowler we know..... Larry Bar- pared a 140 page repor.t to give classes should begin about 15 imported rhinestone earrings, a
ker has dubbed Adelle's ball the this c<>untry the facts. of Com- minutes later than they do, giv- Christmas corsage, pastel angora
"Atomicbombball" because of munism and what it means if ap- ing the student who works late mittens, a musical powder box,
dark dark shades of Merle Normore time to get to school.
the unorthodox way in which it plied in the United States.
man or Chen Yu cosmetics, or
Jim
Giesting
would
'oe
interNo Smoking In Class Rooms wanders down the alley, only to The report, encouraged for
Fabergcs new fragrance, Aphro- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·curve at the strategic moment to publication by Illinois Congress- ested in having his credit cour&es disia ! · Santa, that I would like.
all
on
one
night,
instead
of
havmany
Pins
as
posman
Everett
Dirksen,
donates
dispose
of
as
.Some people see the funny side
Ginnie Niehaus, St. Mary's '45;
of every situation except their sible in a thorough, lazy, and ef- seven of its pages io religious ing to go a couple of nights.
.
Jewelle
Mitter; Harry Ives; Bob
fortless manner. .... Despite her policies.
own.
Hohlenkamp;
Ruth Wilson, HarThe Russian people have not
finger injury of several weeks
ry
Rohrkasse;
Anne Betll Helm;
GANDHI
AND
THE
PRESS
,......_ _S_U_G_G_E_S_T_I_O_N_B_O_X
_ _ _ ago, Jeanne Dillon still adds up kn01wn religious freedom as it
"In London a reporter looking Marie Blum; Seton grads, Kay
scores such as this week's top of exists today in .their country
A suggestion box has been 161. .... We hate to bring t h is
· up, since the days of Peter the Great, for scoops started following Gan- Messman and Elaine Beck; Robplaced · temporarily on the but that certain K. L., previous
· 1Y the l.ibrary report notes.
dhi at 4 a.m. during his early ert Kendall; Art Pranger; Bob
counter of the Downtown mentioned herein, insists that :Strong persecution against re- morning walks. Gandhi changed Due; Bill Neumann, and· Lucille
College Office.
All persons, anyone who has seen her b ow1 ligion is not seen by state lead- his schedule to 3 a.m. So did the Janke look forward to Sunday
whether on the News Staff or would consider it news to hear ers as a means to comlbat it, but persistent reporter. He greeted night's Christmas Dance.
not, are welc.ome to submit that she rolled two stri'kes in
· a a more severe attitude will prob- Gandhi with the question: 'Mr.
criticism of the paper or news row on -Monday 1ast - au f an ably be used in the future. The Gandhi, do you believe in the
SUPPORT SCHOOL
article.s.
;E>le-1se drop ;those mail may 'oe directe d to t h'is co1- present frien.:ii •• attitude of the hereafter? Being a saint, of course
ACTIVITIES
you must be destined for heaven.
ideas you have in there NOW! umn.
....,3
Red state t-o·ward religion is not 'Young man,' said Gandhi. 'I do
founded on law.
not know whether I am destined
If Communism in Russia today for heaven or a less comfortable
were applied to the United place; but of one thing I am cerStates, the report continues, tain: I shall be met by a press
\
Sta// Correspondents For XU Evening College there would be no parochial man at the door.' "-Anup Singh
schools, religious groups_ could in American Mercury.
L. James Hughes - Editor
not reibuff a.thestic attacks, and
Marilyn Hilvers - RUMORS ARE FLYING, gossip, names..
FLACH BROTHERS
the church could not fo::iter social
Marjorie Moore - General News reporting, editing.
service work, or church publicaThelma Dinsmore - PROF'S CORNER, interviews and news tions and the Bible could not be
RECORDS
W holeaale Grocer•
articles
printed.
Pat Riley - General News reporting, reviews.
SHEET MUSIC
The late President Kalinin says
Jack Fey - General News, ideas, advisory editing.
thusly of religion: "Since religion
Marie Flournoy - C·LASSICAL NEWS, music, drama, books. stiII grips considerable sections
GREETING CARDS
Catby Diehl - CARTOONIST, caricatures, news reporting.
of the population, and some peoAudrey McCafferty - SPORTS, Booster Club News, :reporting. ple are deeply religious, w~ can2nd and Vine Street•
Mary Martha Brinkman - BOOSTERS, news reporting.
not combat it by ridicule. Of
Julie Gechs - !~quiring Reporter, and news articles. .
Cincinnati, Ohio
course, if some people find it
Frank.. Thiemann·- Names in the news.
34-36 E. Fifth St.
amusing it is not so terrible. But
Bob Sten1er - Names in the news.
we must not allow it to develop
Bank Bal - Names in the news.
into mockery."

•
Alley 4 ngl ing

0
0
0
0
·- - · - - -·-·- -'·--·- -·

-··-·--..-··-·-·-·-·--·-1

to Xavier University Evening
College in September to resume
his studies which were interrupted by four years spent in
the service.
The Boosters Club is a student
organization in charge of planning all social and extra-curricular activities of the Evening
College. The moderator is Miss

..............................................................

stand~ng

i
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Player
f. Bissmeyer
f. McQuade
f. Bolton

c.
c.
g.
g.
g.

Hohnhorst
Heiny
Morthorst
Scully
Steenken
Totals

JEFFRE AWARDS

TENNIS LETTERS

Dorm Cage League
Formed by Fr. Linz
Opens Season

Coach Jack Jeffre has announced that the following men
have been awarded tennis letters
for 1946. They are Norbert Amorini, Maurice "Bits" Dowling,
Charles Palmer, William Ahlrichs and Robert Steinkamp.
All will be back in the spring
with the exception of Steinkamp
who bas transferred to another
university.

Father Linz, S .• J., announced
last Monday that a basketball
league for resident students has
been formed. The new league is
composed of twenty four teams
and they opened their season
Monday evening. Moderator Fr.
Linz said that the spectators can
expect some rugged and fancy
ball playing.

XAVIF.U UNl\'ERSITY UASl\:ETUALJ, SCJIEDUJ,1~

nee. J.1-lt'
oxrord, Ohio
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F. p,
8 12
0 0
1 1
5 11
0 2

It appears that the league is
·well organized and the dorm
m~1'~);1gt~~;;-'\~. ~f~.rshall College, boys will have to watch their
llec, 17-At :\lorrls·flar\'cy Colhips and elbows. The loop men(Continued from paee 1)
lei;:c, Chnrleston, W. Vn.
D••e, 11.__At Toledo UnlYcrslty,
tor has imposed some pretty provide most of the Herd's scorTe>~~e~,~· ~~\t Kent State, Kent, stringent rules to keep things ing.
Ohio
running smoothly. The first and
Tuesday
night, the Muskies
!Jee, 2R & 27-lmllnnn Bnskctbnll
'J'ournnmcnt, 'l'cr·rn nnutc, I111Jlnna
foremost rule states that each will invade Charleston, West
''""·
:1-0hlo "'cslcynn-Il<!rc
t earn mus t h ave f'ive men. Th e V1rgmia,
· · ·
f or a game w1'th th e
'"'"· ·t--At Dnyton Unh·crslty,
Dayton, Ohio
.
referees are allowed to call fouls; rangy Monis-Harvey cagers.
'"'"·
7-At Ohio
Unl\'crs!ty,
h
Athens, Ohio
t e boys can only play ten minThe next evening the Hirt men
1
m;t~~r· slt .}.=f:~~~llng
Green State
ute quarters; the captains of the will return to Ohio competition
..
.
''""· 17-:\lnnhnll College-Herc
various teams must be referees; when ·they meet Ohio Northern
11111 2
'
• ·;-..,\t Unln•rslty of Kenand if a squad fails to show up Polar Bears at Ada.
The Polar
tuck~"
J,cxlngton, Ky.
l'eh, ·1-:\llnml UnlYerslty-Hcre I within ten minutes of the sched- Bears are expected to be in top
Feh. 8--Dnldwln-Wallace College
Herc
I uled starting time, they auto- shape despite suffering an 88-39
H~;~"· -Unl\·crslty of Dayton- matically forfeit the contest.
dcfe,6U at the hands of Bowling
F••",•. ',',·. 11-0hlo
Unh·crslty-UNc
T1·e league will undoubtedly Green State.
1
lU-UnlYcrstty of Kentucky
u~re
provide entertainment, physical
The Xavier squad, which
!lt-At
Howling
Green State
recreation, and bruises for the.1showed g r e a t improvement
U.,'"•·h.
llowll
ng f:.rC'Cn,
O!Jl()
211-unlverslty oe Cincinnati
barracks basketcers. May the I against Indiana State's SycaIle1''•''"
re
· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ! , h u s k i e s t and roughest five win. mores, is anxious to get into the
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tory will be brighter if Capt.
Xavier
Donovan is able to return to the \ Player
G. F. p,
lineup.
In the absence of Don- McQuade f
1
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ovan, the ~ineup ~or. tonight's Heiny, f '
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The Musketeers will not
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Wesleyan's Battling Bishops on "Now don't you feel so blue.
the night of January third in We only lost by 40 points;
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AS I' SEE IT:

Tlrls Weel{ 111 Spo1·ts
Bv Dick Henke!

SEVE~

BEE HIVE

Tlie Secretary Of W ctr On,
UU~Versa
• · l M
• •
. l f,•tar~y" T rUlfJ,'f,Jf,g

·z

(Continued from Page 2)
cember 6 issue, I can no longer
NIVERSAL Military Training is the only sure source contain my curiosity.
I, too,
diligently study Marakoff's week. of adequate trained manpower.
In accordance with American tradition, Universal Mili- ly effort but, ~~ri~~t littlle abou~
tary Training places the burden of national defense where th~ \~riter's i
I y,
t searc
it belongs, equally upon all able-bodied young men, regard- on Y o~ som~ t~ uetlasRo ~o~r
less of social or economic status.
It would involve mini- ~easbonl.s or prm mg .le ussian s
m um lt~
· t erf erednce or dc I1ang.de m
· th e. nor.m al c1v1
· ·1·i.an l'ife of ram
mgs. the column i's supEvi'clently,
th e na .ion an ..wou 1 avo1. th e ns I{~ m 11erent m ~ large posed to be humorous.
Meticprofe~s10nal m1ht.ary force. in peace-time.
The basic con- ulous perusal unearthed for me
cept m the securit)'.' estabhsh~.ent of a d.emocr~cy must be no trace of any accepted form
that ev~ry ~ble-~od1ed m~le citizen owes it to his country to. of humor. Is it written in code;
defend .its hberti.e~ and his. o~n. .
.
•
.
.
does each word have a cryptic
Ui:uyersal Military Trammg is entirely consistent with 1 meaning?
Or is it to be read
the r:iihtary needs of ?Ur country in an atomic era.
The, backward for the best effect?
need for men a~d tramed men especially is greater .than For the duller readers please
ever. The atom~c bomb'. radar, and rockets ca~l for skillful print those lines having some
op~rators and trained mamtenance crews. Behmd each ma- meaning in italics.
~lune there MUST be a corps of specialists who can make
The bobby soxers' statement
it work.
that MarakofI is an "usually
These new deve~opments wi)l not make armies obso- brave and courageous person"
lete.
There was a time when our motor people prophesied meets with my approval.
To
that the displacement of the horse and the mechanization of sign even a mythical cognomen
transport woul.d do away with the need for large armies.) to that collection of drivel reThere was a time, too, when the exponents of mighty air quires medal winning audacity.
forces, esp7cially long-range bombers, claimed that total war j If and when Marakoff comes out
fr.om the air would mean the end of infantry and its support- of hiding it might be well if the
ing arms.
Yet in this last war of highly-developed ma- campus were cleared of loose
chines on the ground and in the air, it took eight million stones or your "Don't Miss MarArmy troops to win the war.
akoff" slogan may have serious
The atomic bomb that is able to do in one stroke the repercussions.
work of many bombers, demands a new estimate: of numC. L. Brueggemeyer,
bers_ of such planes needed for that type of job, but that does
Freshman.
not mean we can get along with just a few planes capable
of dropping one Ol' two atomic .. bombs.
In fact, the atomic bomb itself may compel us to use
U
lt
more m7n in defense of our cities than we h.aye before. If
an atomic bomb were to drop on one of our cities, we would
expect every effort to be made to save that community from
The Philopedian Society will
the ravages and to restore its economy. In such a crisis, have its first "outside" debate of
disciplined men would be invaluable.
the current season when a team
It is far too early in the atomic age to sound taps for travels to Westerville, Ohio to
large armies, but it is just the right time to begin to set up debate in the Otter'oein College
men trained to command and to respond to command in a 1 Centennial Debate Tournament,
crisis.
Universal Military Training will give America just Saturday, December 14.
The
that - a trained and disciplined reserve.
topic to be discussed is the naby Secretary of War Robert P. Patterson,
tional intercollegiate question:
in Army and Navy Bulletin.
"Resolved: that labor should be
given a direct share in the m\lnReligion's Place In Educcttion
agement of industry."
The af(Continued from Page 2)
firmative will be upheld by John
persistently lacking in the ind.ividual in achieving his Leahy and Vince Delaney, while
"higher education." What other justifiable something that Bob Dauer and Bill Bocklage will
is lacking could it be than a religious phase of knowledge represent the negative.
and understanding! Religion is a system of faith, of love, of
hope, of obedience toward a supreme Deity. Subjectively,
a man· is lacking in what he terms "education." He gives
himself no chance to attain that something most vital to the
knowledge he has come to understand.
Aside from this one general fact a man must be able to
distinguish between mere words and the reality of mere
things. He .must possess tolerance; he must at the very
least, have a modicum of culture. Herbert Spencer defines
education " a preparation for a complete life." Holding this
for men, ·women
definition to be true, education is not complete in any parand children.
ticular means without religion. Education implies religion.
Lack of it stunts a man's mental growth and maturity; truncates his outlook on life; causes him unconscious frustration.

U

Last week's unexpected outburst on Xavier's athletic front
has thoroughly succeeded in leaving almost every interested Muskie fan agog with its suddenness. At the time this column went to
press the news of Phil Bucklew's ousting had not yet been made
public, nor had the least rumors of it hit print. The clouds burst
an d un l eas he d a t orren t of d eve I opments
on all of Cincinnati ,
.
though, and now debates or even heated arguments have drawn
the spotlight to football before it has even been embalmed for the
year.
As the voice of the Xavier student body, the XU News cannot
bring itself to dismiss Bucklew's "brush-off" with a few trite sentences. The_ News demands to 'be hearc;l on the issue in its capacity as the voice of the students of this university. The Blue and
White gridmen represent us on the field. We deserve to be heard
regardless of how.futile our opinions may be at this late stage."
'
WHAT STARTED THE EXPLOSION? , . .
When Phil Bucklew came to this campus he was· received with
open arms and minds. His was the task of putting a truly representative Xavier team on the gridiron, anci. to succeed as best he
might. To succeed was his desire just as it is the desire of every
coach like him who comes to an institution for his initial coaching
attempt.
His was the' understanding that Xavier wanted to aid
him- at every turn in his job, and with that in mind he embarked
upon the football ·seas at the helm of an unknown quantity as far
as football talent was concerned. No one expected him to whip
up a powerhouse eleven.
All that was asked was that he field
a squad which was doing its best to win every game following the
traditions of competition for which Xavier has always been noted.
'Buck" failed - or so Xavier's Athletic Board of Control decided
after little more than half of the seasop had been completed.
Perhaps the big-hearted alumnus didn't have· a coaching system
su.ited to his material; perhaps he had to combat executive attitudes not conducive to a top-notch team; perhaps he was the vietim of those unpredictable circumstances which are the nemesis e>f.
every football coach. But whatever the pros and cons of the
sitluation, he did not have a chance to prove his abilities as head
coach and athletic director. That is how the Xavier student feels.
A GLANGE AT THE REMAINS
Those men who survived th: ~~e during the pre-season practice and stuck ·0y Bucklew through the ups and downs of a rough
Thirty-four football
football season grew to trust their coach.
players under the leadership of Pete Marino, who himself plugged
away for three yeii.rs at a guard post in Blue and White moleskins,
set their names to a petition proclaiming that fact. The target of
the criticism himself saw fit to air the truth before the sports scribes
of the city so that the issues upon which he was being exiled
might be known to all.
Those two factors, and many more to
boot, are invulnerable points in favor of Bucklew for which those
who saw· fit to dismiss him have not answered. It is not impossihie that the Athletic Board of Control, the body which ousted him,
can answer those arguments with others which justify their actions.
Why don't they speak up then? Why must they leave the most
odious sports issue in Xavier history up in the air, probably ne~r
to be grounded by the whole truth? The sole point keynotes the
bad taste that has ·been left in the mouths of Xavier 1i:>oosters both
locally and elsewhere, and for that reason the voice of the campus i& raised against the narrow-minded behavior of the Athletic
Board of Control.
BOARD MISSED THE BOAT...
We are all behind the university every inch of the way, be
it a rocky road or one of smooth sailing. We are all favorable to
and rabid supporters of anything which will further Xavier's
standing in the eyes of onlookers. Led in a re-assuring- and
straightforward manner we will gladly follow Xavier in
any direction - if that direction is forward and progressive. The
action of the Athletic Board of Control, however, has not been conMENTION XU NEWS
ventional.
It definitely has not placed the institution's athletic
TAX STAMPS WANTED
7
I
Now
is
the
time
for
all
good
WllEN
ANSJf ERING ADS
policy on the forward and progressive path, even though there is
little doubt that the initial aim of the board was to guarantee a men to gather every available
=== :·:. ..:·= - ·:.. ·~ij
completely revised football team. Until additional statements on Ohio State sales tax stamp and 1:1·1:1= ·"
Phil Bucklew's forced "resignation" are forthcoming, the men who tul'n them in to Mrs. 'rhinnes
Th
•'•
CINCINNATI'S FINEST
call Xavier their Alma Mater cannot sanction their move.
at the switchboard in Hinkle :·:
):)•I:)
CO-ORDINATION A CRYING NEED .•.
Hall, or -deposit them in the 1111
'
BANDS
It is unlikely that more wHI be said by this official group who NEWS mail boxes. .These :.:
):1.1.!
rule Musketeer athletics.
Interested individuals will be forced stamps- are used for the upis the ·.
CALL MAIN 2655
1111
to turn to hearsay for the inside scoop - hardly a commendable k eep an d m am
· ten a nee of the :·: Place to meet where folks \I)\ '
situation.
But right there another question arises: When will J esua't h odme, Hinkl e Hall' an d \)I)
downtown want to eat.
•,•
the turbulent athletic situation be co-ordinated?!
Of all the 1.ts groun s.
..
".
glaring weaknesses thus far that has been outstanding, the Ath•'•
11\I CHRISTENSEN and FIFER
· Board. of ?ontrol h
· w h"ic h t o aff ect th e neces- ~lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllii: /ll)Fountllin
llotel
lebc
two years m
,
, Squm·e
,
,
:·: 2512 UNION CENTRAL BLDG
sary co-ordmabon and failed.
Only three weeks before they de- 5
5 :·: C1nc1nnalJ, 01110 )\I\
5 1111
cided to remove Bucklew from his position the graduate "X" Club 5
had given him a vote of confidence which to everyone outside con-. 5
5 :-;:·:~~:-~:~~:~·:~~:-~:~~:-~:~~:·:~~:·~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~
stituted the required "shot in the arm" to foofoall at Xavier. After !
NEW
that session everyone breathed a sigh of relief and looked to the .fu- !
! For
ture with hope, only to find that there existed another and more in- 5
ENGLAND
5
GOOD TASTE
fluential body· which could over-ride a supposedly powerful group §
_
5
GOOD HEALTH
and go to the opposite extreme; creating· disgust and ill-feeling with 5
HAT
5
their startling procedure. With a state of affairs like that before §
!
our eyes we wonder how any coach or team can possibly succeed! 5
5
Ne•ther football nor any other sport can be successfully at- §
MANUFACTURING §
tempted in collegiate ranks these days unless there is a maximum 5
5
. of co-ordination between the various factions which back it. Xa- 5
COMPANY ·
5
vier's student body provides the moral support to every athletic en- SS
deavor, and it is for us that any competition at all is attempted. We §
§
may not be able to bring about the systematizing of policy ourselves, 5 118 East Sixth Street 5
but we feel that we have every right to demand it.
Either we §
have football the way it should .be - · 01· we have no football 5
Cincinnati, Ohio
S
An Independent Sbule 18'1
at all. That is a logical system which none will criticize. What i
do we 1et?'l'1?
~ 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111?.
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President Steiner Firmly Outlines Xavier's Official Athletic Policy (C-Ontinued from Page 1)
Discipline
and friends a team of which they Coach to inform him that it was tion as it appeared in the newsprogram. That these powers are
Another cause frequently giv- could be proud never. kept un- the judgment of the Board 'that papers.
granted not only in theory but en for the unsatisfactory per- less the action of the date of his resignation frequently offerIntegrity of the Board
in fact is well illustrated by the formance of the team was the. Dec. 4 weri~ taken.
ed would be accepted and to disIt has been stated (Quoted in
past foot'oall season.
It is a lack of discipline.
cuss ways and means of carry- Enquirer, Dec. 5) that the Board
This lack of
Without Notice
matter of record that the Ath- discipline was evident to many
The charge is made (Quoted ing out the resignation with the of Athletic Control has yielded
letic Director-Head Coach was and freely admitted by the Ath- in Enquirer, Dec. 5) that the least embarrassment to all con- to so-called powerful ·groups oµtgiven a completely free hand in letic Director-Head Coach. It is Athletic Director-Head Coach cerned.
side the Board. I, for one, comsetting up his departmental bud- recorded in the mintites of the was dismissed without ever beA Losing Season
pletely discount any story that
get, in scheduling games other Board of Athletic Control that ing called before the Board to
If any proof is needed that Xa- an opposition group is organized
than those to which the Univer- on November 14 the Athletic defend himself.
It is recorded vier University and its Athletic or that the members of the Board
sity was committed before his Director-Head Coach made the in the minutes of the Board of Board do not blindly demand were in any way swayed by the
arrival, in the selection of as- statement to that group that "the the date of November 14 that victories we need only point to opinions of persons not on the
sistants, i11 the amount of the situation was hopeless" so far as the members of the Board re- the 1943 season when former Board.
I believe that in all
salaries paid to these assistants, discipline was concerned.
At lated to the Athletic Director- Coaches Clem Crowe and Ray their dealings they have, with a
in the selection of the playing half-time of the Bowling Green Head Coach their growing con- Nolting, fielding a small, inex- great deal of personal sacrifice
squad from the group of approx- game played two days later, it viction that the purposes for perienced civilian team against .involved in attending meetings
imately 150 candidates, in all is reported that he informed the which football is played at Xa- the service-player teams of our and deliberations, acted accorddetails of coaching, and in all team they were on their own and vier were not being served, that opponents were better thought ing to their own convictions and
matters involving the player per- he turned over the direction of the games and practices were of, professionally, at the end of have endeavored to serve the
the game to his assistants. Ob- not beneficial to the student body the season than at the beginning best interests of the University.
sonnel. Player Ability
It is a matter of record, for viously, it is th~ responsibi!ity or the players, and that it was despite disastrous scores in pracIt is with reluctance that I
whatever cause, that the· per- of the coach to see that discip- the opinion of many persons, in- tica~ly every game.
make this public statement. Yet,
formance of the team was such line is maintained. It should 'De cluding the 'board members
I think it necessary ·in view of
A Contract
that from the viewpoint of the noted here that at no time was themselves, that the team was
It has 'oeen made knBWn, pub- the fact that not only the wisparticipants, the student body, the Athletic Director-Head Coach exceptionally poor in perform- licly, that the financial term~ of dom of the action taken 'i:>ut also
and the general public, the pur- prevented, actively or by impli- ance and, discipline.
At that the contract will be lived up to the fawness has been called into
poses for which the athletic pro- cation, from disciplining his time the · Athletic Director-Head and that a full two-years' sal- question.
It ~is my considered
gram is being conducted, were players.
He understood fully Coach offered to "step aside" if ary will be paid.
This is cer- judgment that no injustice has
not being served.
The cause that he was completely free to ·another could be found· to do a tainly fair dealing and is what been done. It is the prerogative
most frequently cited was a lack suspend or dismiss players from better job.
A few days later, must have been intended when of the University to take action·
of player ability.
Yet , when the team without even consult- November 20th, the Athletic Di- the Athletic Director-Head Coach when such action seems necesthe fall training program was ing the Board or the University rector-Head Coach inquired of and the University signed a con- sary to safeguard its best interunder way the Athletic Director- authorities.
'
the University authorities as to tract that would be binding for ests.
Head Coach gave complete· asUndoubtedly there were many what his status would be for the two years.
" In conclusion, let me give every
surance to the University au- causes why th~ 1946 football sea- coming year in view of the
Petition
assurance that Xavier University
thorities that he was entirely son was so unsatisfactory. What- Board's criticism.
He was then
The daily press carried notice will have the program that was
satisfied with the ability of the ever they ;ere, the Athletic told that the University would of a petition signed by a group planned and outlined and promstudents who were candidates Board and the University au- abide by the recommendation of of Xavier University students to ised, and that we will have athfor the team and that there was thorities were conv~nced that the Athletic Board. At noon, on retain the Athletic -Director- letic teams in all sports of which
no question but that the team the objectives of the athletic December 2, the chajrman of the Head Coach.
That petition ha; our students, our alumni, and our
would give a good account of it- program could never be realized Athletic Board with a commit- not been presented to the Uni- friends will be proud.
self against most of the teams I and the promise of the Univer- tee representing the Board met versity authorities. Further, no
Celestin J. Steiner,. S.J.,
on the schedule.
sity to give the .students, alumni, with the Athletic Director-Head names were signed to the peti- President of Xavier University.

February Grgds Named by Dea.n Announce Fo~ming
The Rev. Victor Nieporte, S. J ., Dean of Xavier College of Of Democratic
Liberal Arts at Evanston, announced today the completion of the D
· COltnCl•z ·
Orm
four-year college course in February, 1947 of the following students:
'
· 1 .Tohn ;r, O'Hnrn, Itlchnrd L. ;\lnrtin,

ADS
WANT
-----------1

ROOJ\IS OR Al'ARTJ\IKNTS: "'nntc<l
for Xn~·icr mnrrlctl vetcrnns.
Rtuclcnts
knowing of rooms or small npn·rtmcnts
withlu ren;;o-nnblc cHstnnce from XU,
contnct :llr. ncnmcr In The Veterans
Office immccllatcly.
APART~IENT
WANTED: Robert
Ticrncy-Pn. sow. Ask fo·r :llnry Jnnc.
2 or :i roo-ms (prcfcrnbly :J) unfurnlshc l in Onklcy Norwoocl or N1·nnst~n c
•
'
. EXTRA lllONEl' FOR x,n'AJ, RESER,'ES.
Any ex-Navy men interestNl In mnklng n few cxtrn clollnrs rm
Thnrsclny c1·cnini.:s by nttcn1llnA' the
Navnl Hcscr1·e meetings nt the Downtown College, sec Huss Clements in the
xu Bookstore.
PART TDIE SALESMEN WANTED:
Selllng nrh'crtislng clli'ect to 111n11ufne·
turcrs. If sufficient time, snlnry; pnrt~{~~er·~n 0 ~ 0 ~1;::f~~~n. Cnll MAln nonz,
WORK WAN'l'ED: By wau wnsh·
Ing Speclnllsts. "No wnll Is too tnrnishi:?d." Phone :llE 0070 Oi' ;\IE 8587.
PART TJ;'llE WORKERS WANTED:
11-0
weekdn.vs.
A &Ynzel!
J> Snpcrnmrkct,
Norwood.
Cnll Mr.
nt :Im O~m:;.
PI,ACE)IENT SERVICE: E1•cnlni:College
Kttldentn
rcmlndccl
thnt
the
riicllltlcs
or theni'e
school
employment
scr1·ice nrc n1·nllnhle to them at their
com·enience. See :lrtss Spneth In the
Evening College Office for pnrtlculnrs.
ROO)IS on APARTJ\IJ~NTS: Wnnted for Xa\•ICi' married Yeternns. Students knowing of rooms or smnll
a·partments within reasonable dlstnncc
from XU contnct :Irr. Ilcnmcr ·in The
Veterans' Office lmmedlntely.
NOTARIES: Our renders nre nd·
vlserl thnt the following notni'y pub·
llcs nre rcndy to scrl'e students nntl
fncnlty members 011 the Emnston
campus:
Raymond J. l'clllni;er, Rcglstrnr's
Ol'f!ce
Inln F. ncnmer, Vetcrnn's Office.
Joqcph
Unk, .Jr.. XU NEWS OIT!ce.
J>AUJ,
.T. BURKHARDT,
nursnrs Office.

FOR SALE OR SWAP

I

·lI

FOR SAJ,J;: Bt·nnrl new RemlnA"ton
J)cf,uxe ·po-rtnhlc trpew·rlter. A hnr'
A'llin, See C:enc l•'l'lcdnrnnn or drop
nnmc nnd phone number ln XU News
hox in Science Hnll.
IlOJ,JDAY FOR~IAJ,S: For those Hollclny l•'o·rmnls n corsnA'C Is n must -For
cnrsng-es or cJl.stlnctlo-n - Cnll or sec
HOii ,JOIL\.:'NG)IA :s', F.Aflt 70:',7,

LOST AND FOUND
J,OST: One green n111I white i'e\•ersihlc topront. If l'ounu return to J, :If.
~rnnlf'y, Jlnrrncks ll.
FOUND: F'ountnin pen In stn!llnm,
Sntnrdny d11rin~ :\i'lrnnsns-X. Gnme.
T,oset• please call ;\lrs. "'cllmer, BU.

1108-:lf.

_.,

;,•

FOUND: Sif\•c.-colorc<l rosarv with
m-:>tnl L'i"llciflx, found In X stndlnm.
Co-ntnct Clnrcn~e II. J(ochn, throuA'h
Rei:IRf rn r'n oO'lr•e.
FOUND: l) Rrown A-2 .Tncket, U. S.
,\.rm~· Air ForecH;
2)
Tnn J.enthcr
.Tncket, name o-n lniiidc, Unncy,
:I)
Sc!hncffer fA)nd Pencil.
OwnerR of
thcRe nrtlclcs, plcnse contnct An<ly Doy.
r.!1111,, ln the ;s'cws Olllce1 Sr.J!'lnco Hall.

Lin1l<>11 C. 811hifcl!l, John 1.'. Collopy,
.Tohn .r. Wcns.ti'up,
.lames \\'illinm
K r,nl•'ollct.tc, .Tr., G. Go-rdon
Hue>,
.T. Mlchnel Grnven,

~rell'ln L. .1111111,

Cnrl w. JI11stf'r, RnltCTrt J,. Nlehnus,
Rohert R :lfcCnrthy, George I~. ;\llddcudo·rf, l'nnl Y. Welsbrocl, Herbert 1.'.
Hohler, .Jerome .T. Holtknmp, Ro-bert ;r,
Kuhlmann. Chnrlcs Fl. ~fny, Frc>llerlck
Fl. Pray, Richard· •.r. ;\leCnrthy, Robert
:IL Helste·r, .Toh11 T. Knoepflc .•Tnmcs ;r,
:1;co1·11w, Peter TI. :1rnrl110, Stnnton I~.
I~nsc. GCTorge R n,-,~sch, Ifownr<l A.
I nul~·· I.lqrnnrc~ :I~~ hrck.c}cr,., .John A.
Hunl,cr, 111111 Fl. l ·redcrlcl" 1homns .T.
f;choltlPl>nltf', Norbert JJl.schoff nnd
'l'homns r,111.cn.

The XU NEWS has begun to
· •s
canvass th e fi eld among X av1er
alumni and friends for position
placements for students grnduating February.
No graduation
exercises will be conducted until June 3, 1947.

TRADJTJONJSTS
.
n·ISCUSS HOMER
At th e1r
· th'ir d· seminar
·
mee t ing of this school year, the Traditionists completed their discussion of Homer's Iliad. The
discussion centered around the
fine arts, and the main problem proposed was whether, as·
· 1
summg
equa1 t ech n1ca
proficiency, the excellence of an
imitation was increased by the
excellence of the obJ' ect imitated, e.g., would a novel about a
·
b e a b etter novel t h an one
samt
with a le!fS saintly hero.
The next meeting will be
based on a reading of the first
nine books of Homer's Odyssey.
At this meeting, candidates will
be proposed for m~mbership in
the organization, and the induction of new members will
take place early in January.
Members of the sophomore.
junior, or senior classes who
meet the specifications of the
club are eligible 1for candidacy.
The writings of Plato, Aristotle,
St. Augustine, St. Thomas, Kierk e g a a r d, Shakespeare, and
Sophocles are included in the
list to be read after the holidays.

SPOTLIG·HT ON
THE ALUMNI

was a member of the Clef Club
in which he sang bass for two
years; he was also a member of
Tau Sigma Phi fraternity.

(Cqntinued from Page 3).
The Reverend Lester A. Linz, Committee two weeks ago.
S. J., Prefect of Xavier dormiOutside of Xavier activities,
CAMPUS CLEAN UP
tories, announced
today the Farrell is a Past Grand Kn·1·ght
Pick it up, wrap it up, and
formation 'of the XU Dorm of Elder Council, Knights of throw it in one of the campus
Council, a representative or- Columbus, and· a member of refuse containers. Let's back
ganization to assist him in in- Isaac· Jogu_es Assembly and the
up the "clean up" campaign
terpreting and enforcing campus order of Alhambra. He was on the campus and in buildd
.
l t•
D
orm1tory regu a 10ns.
emo- general chairman of the K. c. ings!
Why not strip that
cratic in operation, the XU Dorm State Convention held •at Cincigarette butt like the Army
Counc1'l elected the f 11 . .
O ow1n.g cinnati this year, and was deledoes before throwing it away?
men to
t th f
represen
e our um- gate to the K. C. Supreme Conversity residences: Ele~ Hall- vention at Miami Beach, Fla. In
Edward Glockner• Marian Hall- addition to this, Don was proW a 1 t er Razanauskas, Wood- gram chairman of the K. c.
b
R
S •t 1 k. H
Id
QUEEN CITY
urn- ay
Wl a s l,
era - Luncheon Club, and held the
BLUE PRINT CO.
John Connolly.
same position in the Cincinnati
(Rear of Post Office)
Acting as the "watchdog" of Branch, International Stewards
Photostats Discharge Papers
Xavier's
residence
students' arld Catering Association.
of Terminal Leave
moral~ and discipline, the Dorm
While attending Xavier, Don
Council has elaborate plans for
intra-mural sports, social a n d . : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - religious activities, and a program for dealing with housing,
park'mg, an d oth er ma tters ·concerning general student welfare.
Messrs. Daum of Marian Hall,
Rogers of Herald Avenue, and
Down.ey of Elet Hall were apDO YOU SUFFER
pointed this week as members
of the Rules Committee 'for the ·
FROM
Dorm Council and Ray Switalski
was appointed temporary sec~ASTHENOPIA?
retary until the next meeting.

.

·---

. . .

---------------------

aVLJ RADJO HOLTR
(Continued From Page 1)
script writers, discussion and forum leaders, musicians, and any
students with dramatic abilities
to take roles in skits.
The XU Radio Hour has been
made 'possible through the generosity of Mr. Hulbert Taft,
WKRC; Col. Arthur Frudenfels
and Mr. Joseph Hansberry, RKO
Theaters; and Mr. Oscar Hild,
President, Cincinnati Musicians'
Union.
In addition to the Radio Hour,
a new plan of daily newspaper
releases will be inaugurated in
January in conjunction with the
two new classes in Journalism.

Better see a doctor about
your eyes, then. It may be
that your asthenopia results
in
the
focus of your eyes.
from uncorrected defect
But if you find your eyes are all right, you'll be wise if you
check up on the light under which you study or ao other
close seeing tasks. Textbook study is the most difficult task
to which you can assign your eyes. Go to a reliable lamp
dealer and get a study lamp that makes that job easier. Or
ask our Home Lighting Division for advice. No charge or
obligation. And it may help your asthenopia.
• Asthenopia - Speedy tiring of the eyes, attended by
pain in the eyes, headache, dimness of vision, etc.

THE CINCINNATI GAS & ELECTRIC CO.

